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Abstract - Opinion Mining or sentiment analysis is a 

process, which is used for automatic extraction of knowledge 

or information from the reviews of peoples about some 

particular topic or problem or product. We focus on 

document level, sentence level, and entity level. While 

analyzing, that aspect Based or entity based opinion mining, 

consider certain, which are: implicit aspects, explicit-aspect 

based sentences, comparative sentences, for certain domain 

or language which provide adaptability and accuracy. We 

include several models which evaluated on a for emotion, 

text summarization criteria. Additionally, most of the 

models have been applied to products, services, and social 

reviews. In this survey paper, we have focused on techniques 

and methods that are enable us to get opinion oriented 

information from text. This survey paper deals with 

techniques and challenges related to sentiment analysis and 

Opinion mining. 

 

Keywords – Opinion Mining, Feature Based, Aspect Level, 

Techniques. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Now a days , Opinion Mining has becoming a more and  

more  interesting  area  of  research.  World Wide Web is 

a fastest medium for opinion collection from users. It is 

able to able to recognize and express emotions. A thought, 

view, or many time attitude based on emotion instead of 

rea- son is called sentiment analysis.  

 

There are so many resources available now a days so 

knowledge extraction from World Wide Web is very 

much challenging. It is useful to classify each and every 

opinion according to the aspect of the business. e.g. 

ordering or credibility, product quality. This whole pinion 

mining process is used by business intelligence. To decide 

new strategy and new scheme this opinion mining is very 

much useful aspect. Main and most important work of 

opinion mining is go through peoples opinion and 

conclude about features of an entity. 

1.1 Opinion Mining Data Source 
   

An important part of information-gathering is to find out 

what other people think. opinion mining is also called as 

sentiment analysis, involves is to make a system to collect 

and examine opinions about the product which is made in 

blog posts, comments, reviews or tweets. A most 

important task of opinion mining is to extract peoples 

opinions on features of any entity. However, for that same 

feature based product or services , people can express it 

with many different words and phrases. So, using opinion 

mining Individuals, businesses and government can now 

easily know the general opinion about on a product, 

company or public policy. Overall item opinion can be 

expressed based on its sentiment words . In the web, 

sentiment or opinion can be expressed in the form of text, 

image, audio or video data. opinion classification is about 

determining the subjectivity, polarity (negative/positive) 

and polarity strength (weakly positive, strongly positive, 

mildly positive) of an opinion about text. Blogs, review 

sites and micro blogs provide us good understanding of 

products, services. 

 

Blogs: The name associated with the universe of all the 

blog sites is called blogosphere. People who write about 

the topics if they want to share with others on a blog. We  

find   a huge number of posts on virtually every topic of 

interest on blog. Blog used as the Sources of opinion in 

many of the research related studies for sentiment 

analysis. 

 

Review Sites: Opinions are useful to the decision makes 

for any user in making a purchasing a product. The user 

generated reviews for that products and services are 

largely available on internet. For  this  sentiment  

analysis  The  data given by reviewers that are collected 

from the e- commerce websites like www.yelp.com 

(restaurant based reviews),www.amazon.com(for 

product based review). 
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Micro-blogging :a very popular communication tool 

among websites users .Millions of messages appear daily   

in social web-sites for micro-blogging such as Tumblr, 

Face- book,Twitter, flipcart . Twitter messages express as 

opinions which are used as data source for give opinion 

about some view or classifying sentiment. 

 

Raw datasets which are available readily  and  one  of the 

most widely used review dataset namely MDS dataset for 

the Movie domain, which contains four different types of 

reviews related to product extracted from popular web- 

sites like Amazon.com including for cloths, books, DVDs 

and Electronics. 

 

1.2 Opinion Mining Application Domain 
 

Opinion mining or sentiment analysis is used in so many 

fields to meet variety of purposes. So, we take some 

common applications. 

 

Shopping: The most popular use of opinion mining is   

for decision support system to consumers. Consumers are 

actively involved in shopping over the world. Popular web 

sites like amazon, flipkart, snapdeal allow consumers to 

ex- press their own opinions about some services or 

product on their own websites. On the basis of the 

opinion customer can easily read and know the opinions 

for products, soft- ware, service and identify what are the 

features of different products and compare with each 

other. The various features like support, shipping charges, 

and delivery time. 

 

Entertainment: Movie and home TV viewers can easily 

access the opinion on recent releases and popular movies 

and programs. Currently, we have a internet movie 

database (IMDB) which provides us online quick reviews 

for movies as well as TV programs. Which is guide for 

people who    are not sure about which movies to watch? 

We observe about that capital letters and exclamation 

signs are used to emphasize emotions. Some kind of 

opinion, which revolves between the actors and the movie, 

which are very simple for a human reader to understand 

but not easy for a machine. So, this presents some 

complexity in machine level Language like NLP .It is 

evidence for two objects are described, like the movie and 

actors. Although words with a negative opinion 

(disturbing, psychotic, and sadistic) are being used to 

express positive aspects of the movie, so, it does not mean 

that film is not highly popular or recommended but rather, 

just an illusions of the complexity that exists for machine 

learning language which make more difficult. 

 

Government: Governments is prevailing opinions on 

public policy. Election candidates who are more 

knowledge- able about specifics of the opinion poll and 

this knowledge can helps for politicians to identify 

where their strengths and weaknesses lie according to 

their electorate. A quick glance about some terms which 

indicates a sense of dissatisfaction among the electorate. 

However , key areas are addressed in terms of what is 

deficiency and what the requirement are. Issues that deal 

with public policy are normally categorize voters into one 

of three groups, for, against or neutral. A good example 

is the statement, I think this all seems extremely 

stringent. Boredom, if anything, which is a sign of 

intelligence. This kind of statement makes it clear that 

the opinion about motion. The big advantage of opinion 

mining over traditional opinion polls which are like 

telephone polls which can be determined why electorates 

are for or against a proposal. For most of the web sites 

or we can say that service sites, those whose most basic 

and initial aim is to providing news, and also have a 

facility for internet users to express their opinions about 

their websites.  

 

Research and Development : Product ,services ,and soft- 

ware reviews can be used by manufacturing or marketing 

companies for improving features and provide a good 

plat- form for innovation. Internet based applications 

offer one platforms for customers to design their products 

and submit these designs for the manufacturing 

companies. An approach of this nature could significantly 

helps in establishing features liked by customers. 

Consider the one following review for an product, The 

click wheel is most HORRIBLE and completely lacks of 

response. This is a negative based opinion which is 

expressed about the click wheel. The use of upper caps 

signifies for the reader to extent of disappoint. If opinion 

mining is able to detect emotions based expressed in 

evaluative text, then it will prove to be very beneficial 

and useful . This will act as an indicator on how the 

product or software has been received by a customer . 

furthermore, after expressing negative aspect opinions on 

the product features, a line such as although I am really 

unhappy to this is probably still the best and high 

capacity of music player  on the market. This positive 

based statement indicates to the R D department and 

marketing departments for music player which is still the 

best in the market and it is the high capacity by customers. 

Further another examples can be obtained from internet 

sites like bizrate.com and epinion.com. 

 

Education: In e-learning systems or online system ,users 

opinions is more used to evaluate academic  institutions 

and academics. Academics or for education it can know   

the sentiment or opinion about courses based on 
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sentiment analysis of opinions which expressed by 

students or faculty. This can assist to improve service 

delivery and marketing campaigns for studies. Unit 

coordinators who are know about the student like what 

students think about their group members and faculty by 

requesting them to provide online reviews ,they as a part 

of course requirement. Curtin University of Technology 

which offers units coordinators in which students must 

submit weekly peer own reviews and also offers 

discussion forums. Such frameworks and forum act as 

rich sources of user who generated content which are 

mined. Research searching by reveal that e-learning 

systems and online education system adoption by tertiary 

institutions is still in its early phases. Members of the 

legal consociation use legal blogs  to express their 

opinions. However students post their own experiences 

online and law professors can provide compre- hensive 

analysis of court cases and also post their findings to the 

community. Legal researchers can also benefit from 

different opinions who are posted for a legal issue. Let 

us consider a sample opinion from an academics view. 

My research is improve my analytical, problem solving 

skills and ability to plan my own research work. For The 

feedback from the supervisor is most valuable. The 

computing facilities is so excellent. However, the 

monthly down load quota is too low for conducting 

research without being exceeded. The overall opinion is 

for research and it is positive. The features or symptom 

to extract an opinion on would be the supervisor, 

computing facilities and download the quota. When data 

from different institutions which is kind of recorded and 

made readily available, it can be also used   for 

comparison purposes. 

 

2. Related Fields of Opining Mining 
 

Information Extraction: Is the transformation of   

unstructured text information into well structured form 

and store this structured form in database. This 

structured information used for machine learning 

purpose. That specific data which is extracted from 

corpora and fits into well defined template. This whole 

process improves the precision of the retrieved 

information and it can be used as basis for categorizing 

the extracted data. The method used for this purpose is 

Named Entity Recognition (NER).This can be used as a 

prerequisite for information extraction. It also improves 

information retrieval by querying databases and 

indexing. 

 

Information Retrieval: The search for information is 

mostly based on a query. Common information retrieval 

systems include search engines such as, Live search, 

yahoo search,altaVista and Google. Access to books, 

thesis, reports and other so many documents at 

Universities and libraries is also facilitated by IR systems. 

IR gives more precise data by querying databases based on 

specific topic. 

 

Natural Language Processing: This NLP refers to the 

processes that computers use to convert human language 

into useful, practical knowledge that computer might be 

understand and use while interact with other computers. 

NLP involves syntactic, semantic knowledge and 

processing text using lexical. NLP is sub-discipline of 

artificial intelligence(AI). 

 

Machine Language Learning: machine learning is refers 

to processes which involve the building. It is also used for 

evolution of machine dictionaries such are model human 

behavior, thoughts and their responses. There are various 

task performed such as data mining supervised learning 

for classification purpose, unsupervised learning for 

clustering purpose, sequential pattern mining and 

association rule mining. 

 

Web Data mining:Data mining is widely applied in 

opinion mining tasks. Data mining is called as data or 

knowledge discovery process in databases. It is discovery  

of important knowledge from data sources such as web 

and databases. It involves various fields like statistics, 

databases, information retrieval, machine learning, data 

visualization and artificial intelligence. 

 

3. Different Levels of Opinion Mining 
 

We give a brief introduction to the main research 

problems for opinion mining based on the level of 

granularities of   the traditional research perspective. 

Sentiment analysis has been investigated mainly at three 

levels: 

 

Document level : The main task of this level is to classify 

that whether a whole opinion document expresses a 

positive or negative sentiment. For example, for given a 

productre- view, the system determines whether the review 

is expresses an overall positive or negative opinion about 

these product. This task is commonly comes under 

Sentiment  Analysis and Opinion Mining known as 

document-level sentiment classification. In This level of 

analysis assumes that each document expresses their 

opinions on a single entity. so, it  is not applicable for 

documents which evaluate or compare multiple entities. 

 

Sentence level: The task of this level is to classify the   

sentences and determines whether each sentence 
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expressed a positive, neutral or negative opinion. Neutral 

usually means no opinion. Sentence level of analysis is 

very closely related to subjectivity classification, which 

differentiates the sentences which are express factual 

information from specific sentences that express whole 

subjective views and opinions about sentences. Here, the 

subjectivity is not equivalent to sentiment as objective 

sentences which can imply opinions, e.g., We bought the 

auto last month and the windshield wiper has fallen off. 

 

Entity and Aspect level l document level and the         

sentence level does not analyses what exactly  people  

liked  and what did not like. Aspect level performs some 

kind of finer-grained analysis. Aspect level also called 

feature level. Instead of looking at language construction 

like documents, paragraphs, sentences, clauses, aspect 

level directly looks in to the opinion. This level of opinion 

consists of a sentiment (positive or negative) and a target . 

An opinion is without  its target being identified as 

limited use. Realizing the importance of opinion targets 

which also helps us  understand about the opinion mining 

problem better. For example, although the service is not 

that much great, I still love this restaurant clearly that it 

has a positive tone, but we cannot say that this full 

sentence is positive. In fact, the sentence    is positive 

about the for restaurant, but negative about the service. In 

many applications, opinion targets which are described by 

entities and/or their different aspects. so, the objective oft 

his level of analysis is to discover sentiments and their 

aspects. For example, the sentence The iPhones  call 

quality is good, but its battery life is too short so for   this 

sentence evaluates two aspects, call quality and battery 

life, of iPhone which is entity. Here, The sentiment or 

aspect about on iPhones call quality is positive, but for 

when we are considering battery life than it is negative. 

The call quality and battery life of iPhone are the opinion 

targets. Based    on aspect level analysis, a structured 

summary of opinions about their entities and aspects 

which can be produced, also turns into unstructured text 

to structured data and those  can be used for all kinds of 

like quantitative and qualitative analyses. The aspect-level 

is more difficult. It consists of several sub problems To 

make things even more interesting and challenging, there 

are two types of opinions, i.e., regular opinions and 

comparative. A regular opinion expresses a emotion only 

for an particular entity or some aspect base entity for 

example, e.g., Coke taste is much very good, which 

expresses a positive sentiment on the aspect of taste of 

Coke. A comparative opinion which compares multiple 

entities or objects based on some of their shared aspects, 

e.g., Coke tastes better than Pepsi, which use for 

compares between Coke and Pepsi based on their tastes 

and expresses a preference for Coke. 

4. Different Types of Opinions 
 

There are different type of opinions like regular and 

comparative and Explicit and Implicit Opinions. The 

example of these all type of opinion mining is given 

below. 

 

Comparative opinion: When we want to find 

similarities or difference between two or more entities at 

that time comparative opinion is so much important. For 

example     if the sentence is Pepsi tastes better than 

Coke and Pepsi tastes the best these express two 

comparative opinions.  This opinion is usually expressed 

using the superlative or comparative form of an adjective 

or adverb. 

 

Explicit and Implicit Opinions:  

 

Explicit opinion: It is a subjective statement that gives a 

comparative opinion or regular, e.g., Pepsi tastes great, 

and Pepsi tastes better than Coke. 

 

Implicit opinion: An implicit opinion is an objective 

statement that implies comparative opinion  or  regular.  

Such  an objective statement usually expresses a 

undesirable or desirable fact, e.g., The battery life of 

Nokia phones is longer than Samsung phones. Explicit 

opinions are very much easier to detect It is also easy to 

classify than implicit opinions. Mostly all of the current 

research has focused on explicit opinions. 

 

4.1 Naive Bayes Classifier 
 

The Naive Bayes Classifier is a very popular algorithm. 

Main advantage of naive bayes is simplicity, 

computational efficiency and good performance in real 

world    problems. This algorithm is used by email clients 

such as Mozilla Thunder- bird or Microsoft Outlook for 

classification purpose and filter out spam emails. In this 

algorithm all the features are assumed to be independent 

which may be not possible in real world. The naive bayes 

classification is a supervised learning technique and it is 

statistical technique for classification. this is assumed an 

underlying probabilistic model. The measures used for 

algorithm evaluation are accuracy, precision, recall and 

relevance advantages of Naive Bayes Classification 

Method. 

 

• It is easy to train and implement. 

• If the bayes conditional independence holds then 

more faster than other training method. 

• If the conditional independence does not hold, 

still better perform. 
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• Computation is efficient. 

• Works with accuracy when the training data set 

is too large. Disadvantage of Nave Bayes 

Classification Method Independent nature of 

attributes which is assumed may not be valid 

every time. 

 

4.2  MLP 
 

When multi-layer comes in consideration at that time it 

is similar to single layer perception but one or more 

hidden layer exits in multi-layer concept. Single Layer 

Perceptron  is a classification technique that uses neural 

network. The multilayer perceptron is similar to single 

layer, but per- ceptron with the difference that there exist 

more than one hidden layers between the input layer and 

the output layer. There exists a strong connection 

between input and output neurons at each hidden layer. 

The neurons present in the hidden layer are connected to 

neuron in other hidden layers. The total number of 

neurons in the output layer depends  on the binary 

prediction and non-binary prediction. This whole 

arrangement makes a streamlined flow of information 

from input layer to output layer.  

 

This MLP technique most famous for its approximate 

universal functions and back propagation network has 

mostly one hidden layer with many nonlinear units. 

These non-linear units can learn relationship between 

group of input and output variable and this makes this 

MLP more general, flexible and nonlinear tools. MLP is 

a feed forward neural network, with one or many layers 

among inputs and output layers. Feed forward means 

only one direction flow of data from input layer to output 

layer. This neural network which n-layer perceptron 

begin with input layer where every node means a 

predicator variable. Input nodes are connected with 

every node  in next layer and it is called hidden layer. 

The hidden layers are connected to other hidden layer. T 

he final Output layer is made up as follows:1. Prediction 

is binary output layer made up of one layer and2. 

Prediction is non-binary then output layer made up of N 

layer. This arrangement creates efficient flow from input 

layer to output layer.MLP is a back propagation 

algorithm and it works on two phases: Phase I: During 

this forward phase activation is propagated from the 

input to output layer. Phase II: In next phase to change 

the weight and bias value errors among practical and 

real values and the requested nominal value in the 

output layer is propagate in the backward direction. An 

advantage of MLP that this method is does not enforce  

any sort of constraint with respect to the initial data and 

it do not starts from specific assumptions and another 

benefit is its capability to evaluate good models which 

having very high amount of noise.MLP learn each and 

every relationship among input and output variable. 

There are mainly two Disadvantages of MLP MLP needs 

more time for execution as compare to other technique 

because flexibility lies in the need to have enough 

training data and It is considered as complex black box 

technique. 

 

4.3 SVM 
 

SVM is text classification based model. this method is 

used for classified text in to meaningful text. SVM has 

defined mostly input and output format. An input vector 

and out- put is positive or negative(0/1). We  can not 

directly use  text document for learning. So,svm is one 

of the powerful learning algorithm for text 

categorization.. SVM is effective, accurate. Svm can 

work well with small amount of training data .Svm is 

works on decision plane. That define decision 

boundaries. Extensions of SVM makes svm more robust 

and adaptable to real world problem. They include Soft 

Margin Classification and Non-linear Classification. 

Accuracy When document take unigrams learning 

method then it gives the best output frequency model run 

by SVM and he calculated accuracy in the process. 

 

Advantages of Support Vector Machine Method 

• It gives Very good performance on experimental 

results. 

• Low dependency on data set.  

 

Disadvantages of Support Vector Machine 

Method 

• SVM is in case of categorical or missing value 

it needs pre-processed. 

• Difficult to interpretation of resulting model. 

 

4.4 Clustering 
 

Here, Cluster The entity into their Features. Peoples are 

use different words to express the same features. So, 

We are cluster the same features into groups to form a 

summary. For this We use K-means to deal with it. 

There are three steps: 

• The similarity of the corresponding opinions: 

sup- pose we have clear opinion which can 

identify the features. So the similarity of the 

opinions which can be used to guide the some 

features. The similarity of opinions also 

considered as the associated features.so we can 

cluster these all features and the opinions 

groups. 
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• The similarity of features in text: This similarity 

based aspect considers the features in which 

have the same words, e.g. running speed and 

speed which represent the same feature speed. 

 

- The structure of the features in comment: This 

structure based aspect  considers  two  indexes,  

like  one is the kinds of the features, introduce 

as a former, like the noun/noun phrase and 

verb/verb phrase base features. There are five 

kind of structure :N (noun), NV(noun + verb), 

V(verb),VN(verb + noun), NN(noun + noun ). 

The other is the location of features and the 

corresponding feature. 

 

5. OM Problems 
 

5.1 Analysis of Linguistic Resources for OM 
 

For opinion extraction it is required to know the linguist 

terms and we get the idea from those texts. Classification 

of documents in base of their contents into positive and 

negative, and subjective and objective terms which is the 

basic problem of opinion mining. The terms which are 

identified by syntactic features. According to researchers, 

The most salient clues about attitude are provided by the 

lexical choice of the writer, but the organization of the 

text also contributes information relevant to assessing 

attitude. Another main interest is on  subjectivity  

detection.  So,  this  Subjectivity  is used  to  express  their  

private  states  in  that  context  of a text and 

conversation. Private state which is a general  term for 

opinions, evaluation, beliefs, perception, emotions, 

peculation and etc. Objective statement conveys 

information is accordance with the intention of the 

researchers. If a user feedback has no judgment or opinion 

on the source content then it is called objective. We have 

categorized objective statements for summary and more 

information, where the summary part explain the idea of 

the source. 

 

Their contents and more information are those facts 

which do not appear in the source contents.OM linguistic    

is categorized job as classification ,features, techniques 

and domains. OM is worked as bag-of-word (BOW) and 

phrase and get 79.0 result through BOW and80.26 with 

the combination of BOW and appraisal phrase. In OM 

have used NL Processor linguistic parser to parse each of 

review to split text into sentences and it also used to 

produce part of speech tags for each and every word  like  

adjective,  noun,  verb etc. Some researchers have taken 

term senses into account and assume those a single term 

can be used in different sense and can present different 

opinion. They use Word Net for different senses of the 

same types of term. 

 

5.2 Text Features Orientation and Identification 
 

The text features identification has three different levels 

sentences, documents and word. Existing research work 

presents different ideas and techniques for extraction of 

sentimental terms from document or text. When linguist 

rules are used at that time phrases and words are 

categorized     as verb, noun, adverbs and adjectives. In 

most of the time stop words removal, phrase patterns, part 

of speech, punctuation,, appraisal groups, fuzzy pattern 

matching,, polarity tags and mostly used semantic 

orientation like document citations,link-based patterns 

and stylistic measures for ex- tract of sentiments. 

 

5.3 Verbs, Adjectives, Adverbs and Noun 
 

In comparative sentences compare different aspects of the 

topic or object under discussion. Polarity classification fo- 

cus on adverbs and adjectives to identify subjectivity. 

From different experiments they come up with opinion 

extraction using adjective  has  precision  of  64.2  and  a  

recall  of  69.3.WordNet is commonly used tool for 

adjective identification. Word Net used is by opinion 

mining researchers for seman- tic orientation and 

adjective words identification. Farah Be- namara 

proposed that adverbs and adjective are better than 

adjective alone. In the exiting work, sentiment    

expressions mostly depend on some words, which can 

express subjective sentiment orientation. For example, bad 

is used for negative and good is used for positive 

sentiment orientation. This type of subjective words is 

called adjective in linguistic terms. Verb identification 

plays most important role in finding relationship between 

objective and subjective terms. For purposes of NLP many 

researchers have looked into the acquisition of verb 

meaning and sub categorizations of verb frames in 

particular. 

 

5.4 Semantic Orientation of Text Document 
 

Classification of sentimental expression according to 

back- ground knowledge and their meaning is called as 

seman- tic orientation. Syntactic analysis plays a most 

important  role in text or document  classification.  

Extract  the concept from the text only through syntax is 

not  sufficient task. L. Cai and T.Hofmann combined 

semantic knowledge and information-theoretic measures 

hierarchy using Word- Net to extract concept from text 

automatically. This model   is mainly based on the 

distribution of predicates and their specific arguments. 
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Mapping of synonymous words into different 

components, breaking multi-word expression, and words 

with multiple meaning as one single component are the 

main issues which can be resolved through semantic 

analysis. 

 

6. Conclusion 
 

In this paper we surveyed different model, different 

level, types of opinion mining,etc. opinion mining is an 

emerging and fastly growing field ,so in this paper  we  

have mainly focused on the existing research field work 

to explore the OM field in order to find a clear and 

specific direction for future work. we also work on 

human emotion based sentiment analysis we discover 

that researches has been mainly focused towards  finding  

out  the  sentiment  or opinion about on item, product 

,services . so, reviewers would get more benefit using 

comparison between items   or items features. We also 

explore challenges and issues of opinion mining area 

and elaborate   classification, clustering, ,navi byes, 

MLP techniques. Using  opinion mining customer get 

accurate and correct information. Opinion mining or 

sentiment analysis has many application domains 

including social study ,science technology, 

entertainment, government section, education, politics, 

marketing, accounting, law, re- search and development. 
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